
ROWAN COUNTY JUSTICE CENTER CHILLER PROJECT 

ADDENDUM NUMBER ONE 

SEPTEMBER 22, 2017 

 

Below items are provided for informational purposes and to be included in all bid proposals: 

1. Minority bidders are not required on this project per Rowan County. 

2. Carrier and Trane are additional approved control vendors for this project. 

3. Existing equipment pads may be re-used so long as they extend a minimum 4” beyond all side of 

equipment. 

4. Background checks of individuals on site are not required. A company ID and Rowan County ID 

will be required to be worn exposed at all times while on site. 

5. A designated parking and equipment staging area shall be provided at location indicated during 

per bid meeting. This location is directly across the street from mechanical room entrance. 

6. Asbestos does not appear to be present. If there is any suspect materials discovered during 

construction, testing shall be provide at expense of Rowan County. 

7. Owner may request to keep certain demolished items such as controls and electrical breakers. 

MC shall remove and provide to owner on site. Owner shall be responsible for receiving. 

8. HVAC control panel location indicated on plans may need further field coordination for exact 

location. This panel shall remain within existing mechanical room. Be aware exact location may 

be adjusted slightly. 

9. There is a total of $25,594.00 Duke Energy rebate available for (2) two 299 Ton chillers. A 299 

Ton Chiller submittal is acceptable for this project. As stated in bid package, all rebates shall be 

specifically listed with bid proposal. Rebate requires maximum Chiller full load Kw/Ton = 0.668. 

Maximum part load kW/Ton = 0.502 

10. Provide 50 year minimum design life on chiller compressor bearings. Chiller loading shall be VFD 

controlled as is basis of design. 

11. Include a line item in bid if there is an upcharge to use Carrier basis of design chiller vs. other 

manufacturers.  

12. The plate frame heat exchange has been reduced in physical size and selected with a lower “Hot 

Side” flow. The new selection is a Sondex Type PHE Model A62-IS10-156-TKTM76. Basically, we 

reduced from 1200 to 600 GPM flow on “Hot Side”. 3-Way control valve shall be located on 

leaving side of Primary Chilled Water Pump 1 instead of Secondary Chilled Water Pump. We will 

provide a bulleting drawing during construction for piping adjustment. 

13. Increase 6” dia. condenser water piping to 8” dia. from discharge of each condenser water pump 

to each chiller and from discharge of chillers to existing 10” condenser water return line. 

14. As discussed in pre-bid, we contacted a structural engineer to look at existing cooling tower 

structural design. There are no structural drawings on existing. A definitive answer could not be 

obtained. Existing plans did indicate installation of a “Future” cooling tower adjacent to existing 

cooling tower. All structural support for cooling tower listed in bid shall be responsibility of 

mechanical contractor including engineering. 

End of Addendum number one 


